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■ The OECD-EC project on Culture, 
Creative Sectors, and Local 
Development  

The project, part of the European Framework for Action on 
Cultural Heritage, aims to provide evidence and guidance on 
ways to maximize the economic and social value of cultural 
heritage and support the emergence of the creative 
economy. By joining the project participants benefit from:  
à Rapid assessment by the OECD of the CCS performance 

in their region/city 
à Knowledge building and peer learning through 

participation in four thematic policy seminars to learn from 
the latest academic and policy research 

à Sharing their experience with an international audience 
à International visibility of their efforts to support the 

creative economy 
For more information on the project and to join: check the 
project web-site.  

■ Policy Seminar Timeline (on-line events) 

à 1 December: SPOTLIGHT: Covid-19 and 
Festivals  

à 2-3 December: Cultural participation and local 
resilience: Strategies for the recovery, co-hosted 
by the city of Venice and the M9 Museum  

à 27 January: SPOTLIGHT: Music and the Night-
Time Economy  

à 27-28 January: Culture & Jobs: rescue, support 
and unleash, co-hosted by Glasgow City Region 

à 25 February: SPOTLIGHT: Book Publishing, in 
cooperation with Flanders Literature   

à 25-26 February: Back in business: SME support 
ecosystems for cultural and creative sectors, 
co-hosted by Flanders, Belgium  

à May (date TBC): Innovation in public and private 
investment in arts and culture. 

 

■ Background	

Culture is playing an increasingly important role on the 
political agendas of cities and regions, both on its own and 
as a strategy for economic growth and the well-being of 
residents. Cultural and creative sectors (CCS) constitute a 
vibrant economic activity and source of jobs, enterprise 
turnover and tax revenues. However, the role of culture for 
local development is more than these direct outputs. 
Culture and creativity transform local economies in various 
ways. They increase the attractiveness of places as 
destinations to live, visit and invest in. Smartly managed 
culture-led urban regeneration can breathe new life into 
decaying neighbourhoods. CCS also contribute to 
increasing levels of regional innovation and productivity, 
through new product design, new production techniques, 
new business models, innovative ways of reaching 
audiences and consumers, and emerging forms of co-
production. Cross-sectoral “contamination” can spread 
innovation into the wider economy. 
Moreover, there is growing evidence that increased levels of 
cultural participation have positive effects on well-being and 
health as well as encourage social cohesion by supporting 
the integration and inclusion of marginalised groups.   
Therefore, to unleash local development potential of CCS, 
policy makers need better data on the performance of these 
sectors, knowledge on how CCS  can help generate jobs 
and growth, and evidence on the effectiveness of policies. 
Robust data and evidence on these new sectors contribute 
to this recognition, not just by relevant policymakers, but 
also citizens, other firms in the value chain, education and 
training providers, and investors.  
 
Cultural and creative sectors (CCS) are all sectors whose 
activities are based on cultural values and/or artistic and 
other creative expressions, whether those activities are 
market- or non-market-oriented, whatever the type of 
structure that carries them out, and irrespective of how that 
structure is financed. Those activities include the 
development, the creation, the production, the 
dissemination and the preservation of goods and services 
which embody cultural, artistic or other creative expressions, 
as well as related functions such as education or 
management. CCS include inter alia architecture, archives, 
libraries and museums, artistic crafts, audiovisual (including 
film, television, video games and multimedia), tangible and 
intangible cultural heritage, design, festivals, music, 
literature, performing arts, publishing, radio and visual arts”. 
EU Regulation No 1295/2013 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council. 
 

oe.cd/culture-webinars eacea.ec.europa.eu/creative-europe 

  @OECD_local @europe_creative #OECDCulture #EuropeForCulture 
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■ Back in business: SME support 
ecosystems for cultural and creative 
sectors  

Cultural and creative sectors (CCS) are important in their own 
right in terms of their economic footprint and employment. They 
also spur innovation across the economy, as well as contribute 
to numerous other channels for positive social impact. They are 
among the hardest hit by social distancing measures. Policies 
to support firms and workers through the crisis can be ill-
adapted to the non-traditional business models and forms of 
employment in the sector. Beyond the immediate supports, 
policies can also leverage the economic and social impacts of 
culture in their broader recovery packages and efforts to 
transform local economies. To do so there is a need to:  
 

à Upscale the innovation capacity within CCS and 
support innovation cross-overs with other sectors  

à Address digital gaps to help emerge new business 
opportunities  

à Improve CCS access to finance 
à Integrate cultural and creative sectors into broader 

regional and local recovery strategies.  
 

This webinar, organised in cooperation with the Flanders 
Department of Culture, Youth and Media, Belgium, will discuss 
the latest evidence on effective ways to adapt business 
supports to the needs of CCS and learn from innovative 
practices around the world. 

■ Target audience 

Policy makers and practitioners active in the promotion and 
support of the cultural and creative sectors at city, regional or 
national level, representatives of cultural and creative sectors, 
researchers and all those interested in the social and economic 
impact of culture on local development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

■ Daily agenda structure 

   

 DAY 1 DAY 2  

MORNING  
 

SPOTLIGHT SESSION: 
Book publishing  

 
Improving access to finance  

Break 

Addressing digital gaps to 
help emerge new business 

opportunities  

 Break Break 

AFTERNOON OPENING  CCS as drivers of new 
regional development 

strategies  Upscaling the innovation 
capacity of CCS 

Break Close  

Supporting innovation 
cross-overs between CCS 

and other sectors  

 

■ Working language: all sessions will be conducted in 
English.  

■ Fee, logistics and costs: Attendance is free of 
charge upon registration.  

■ Contact: Benedetta Morari: Benedetta.Morari@oecd.org   



■ Organisers and Partners 
The mission of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) is to promote better policies for 
better lives through the facilitation of dialogue among 
governments by comparing policy experiences, seeking 
answers to common problems, identifying good practices, and 
working to co-ordinate domestic and international policies.  The 
OECD work on culture and creative sectors provides cities and 
regions with evidence and guidance on ways to maximise the 
social and economic impact of culture and support the creative 
economy. Within the OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, 
SMEs, Regions, and Cities, this work is overseen by the OECD 
LEED Directing Committee, a cross-cutting body bringing 
together ministries of employment and labour, economy and 
economic development from both OECD member and non-
member countries. 
www.oecd.org/cfe/leed  
 
 
Partners 
 
Flanders, Belgium is an attractive region in the heart of 
Europe with a thriving cultural and creative sector which is well 
developed and flourishing both creatively and economically. 
Music, fashion, design, gaming, new media, cultural heritage, 
visual arts, advertising and communication, print media, 
performing arts and architecture are strong subsectors 
symbolizing the Flanders DNA.  
  
The past 10 years the Flanders cultural and creative sector 
proved to be an international trendsetter and a catalyst for 
innovation, employment, well-being and prosperity. The cultural 
and creative sector accounts for 5.89% (€ 14.1 billion) of the 
gross value of the Flanders Region and 11.88% (€ 75.8 billion) 
of the total turnover of the Flanders Region. 
  
Since 2015 the Flanders Minister of Culture developed a long 
term strategy to foster the cultural part of the sector after a 
bottom-up process including a broad consultation and 
participation of the cultural sector. During this process, the 
issue of market failure was tackled and the answer to that had 
to be a support scheme based on the typical not-for-profit DNA 
of the sector. In 2017 this ended in a transparent hands on 
policy to foster entrepreneurship and additional finance for the 
cultural sector. After a period of three years, a considerable 
raise in entrepreneurial attitude and entrepreneurship can be 
seen in the Flanders cultural not-for-profit sector. Thanks to this 
strategy all subsectors of the cultural and creative sector, both 
for-profit and not-for-profit, can flourish. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The European Commission Directorate-General for 
Education, Youth, Sport and Culture is the executive branch 
of the European Union responsible for education, culture, 
youth, languages, and sport policy. DG EAC promotes EU level 
action in the field of culture, covering cultural and creative 
sectors including cultural heritage, develops policies based on 
gathered data and evidence and manages the EU programme 
for culture - the Creative Europe programme.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The World Cities Culture Forum is a collaborative network of 
local governments and cultural and creative sector leaders from 
38 world cities that share a belief in the importance of culture 
for creating thriving cities. It aims to provide a way for policy 
makers to share research and intelligence, and explore the vital 
role of culture in their future prosperity. 
www.worldcitiescultureforum.com 
 
 
Eurocities is a network of major European cities, established 
in 1986 to further economic, political, and social development 
in its member cities. Today, Eurocities includes local 
governments of over 140 European cities from 39 countries, 
comprising 130 million people. They offer, through six thematic 
forums, a platform for sharing knowledge and exchanging ideas 
with the objective to reinforce the role that local governments 
should play in a multilevel governance structure. 
http://eurocities.eu  
 
The International Council of Museums (ICOM) The 
International Council of Museums (ICOM) is an international 
non-governmental organisation which brings together 
museums and museum professionals from all over the world. 
As part of its public service mission, ICOM is committed to the 
preservation, continuation and communication of the world’s 
natural and cultural heritage, present and future, tangible and 
intangible. Through its network, made up from nearly 50.000 
members representing 142 countries and territories, ICOM is a 
leading force in the establishment of professional and ethical 
standards for museum activities, the publication of 
recommendations on issues related to cultural heritage, the 
training of future leaders in the field, and the promotion of the 
social role of museums. https://icom.museum   
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Day 1, 25 February 2021  

10.00-10.15 Opening and welcome 
Mr Jan Jambon, Minister-President of Flanders, Belgium  

10.15-12.00 SPOTLIGHT THEMATIC SESSION: BOOK PUBLISHING  

  
The crisis is hitting the publishing sector and putting at great risk a set of smaller enterprises and creative 
professionals with a wider social and economic impact on the regions where they operate in. The book 
publishing sector includes three main partners: publishers, authors and booksellers (including 
independent bookshops), who work in close co-operation with libraries, educational institutions and 
communities (including for book fairs). With bookshops and libraries having been closed or with 
restricted access, the global book publishers market continues to experience a significant decline. The 
increase in online sales, notably of educational literature needed for home-schooling, has compensated 
only partially for the revenue losses. The cancellation or postponement of book fairs has affected new 
book releases and deals for future production with an impact on future revenues of authors, illustrators 
and publishers.  
 
The crisis has amplified pre-existing challenges and may pose threats for the future development of the 
sector. In the current context, it is becoming more difficult for publishers to promote diversity in terms of 
authors, illustrators or more inclusive content to represent and reach to broader and more diverse 
audiences. To survive and guarantee returns, publishers may tend to favour promoting and publishing 
books of already well-known authors rather than investing in new talents. New approaches are also 
needed to address income and educational barriers as well as bridge digital gaps to ensure access of 
diverse groups of population to knowledge and books. Opportunities for talent development (authors, 
illustrators, translators) may also be reduced as commercial institutions may find it harder to invest in 
talent development in the current context.  
 
This Spotlight session is co-organised with Flanders Literature, as part of the OECD-EC Project on 
Culture, Creative Sectors and Local Development. The session will aim to distil lessons from the past 
and identify concrete instruments to build a more resilient, diverse and inclusive book publishing sector 
in the future.   
 

Discussion questions 
 
How to ensure the financial sustainability and resilience of the publishing sector?  
 

• Shifting to digital or hybrid experiences (e.g. lessons from the last digital edition of Frankfurt 
book fair, Flanders digital publishers’ tours).  

• In the past, some countries have subsidised the distribution costs for newspapers and 
magazines, can something similar be envisaged for book-publishing? What are other possible 
instruments and measures which can help build the future resilience of the sector?  

 
A more diverse and inclusive sector  
 

• Based on project experiences, what are the key ingredients of programmes and projects that 
help widen the access of diverse groups of population (gender, age, income, educational 
attainment, and minority background) to knowledge and books?  

 
Talent development and financial sustainability of creative professionals in the sector  
 

• What are the lessons learnt from projects and programmes to support authors while also 
promoting reading and education and democratising access (e.g. Flanders Literature reading 
promotion policies) 

• What are the innovative approaches for talent development (e.g. CELA project, etc.)?  
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• What are the ways to improve the financial position of translators and to promote minimum 
fees?  

 
Next steps  
 

• What are the top three recommendations for the local policymakers to support the sector and 
also increase its impact on local development? And what action is needed to make a 
sustainable difference in favour of the availability of a variety of affordable books?  

 
Moderator: Ekaterina Travkina, Coordinator, Culture, Creative Sectors and Local Development, OECD 
 
Scene setting Paul Hermans, Director of Flanders Literature, Belgium and Marie Noble, Commissioner 
General, Brussels Book Fair, Belgium 
 
A conversation with: 
 
• Michiel Kolman, Chair Inclusive Publishing, International Publishers Association (IPA) 
• Peter Jenkins, Chairman Global network for early years bookgifting EUREAD – BookTrust, United 

Kingdom   
• Jenny Kühne, Director, Digital & Rights, Frankfurt Book Fair, Germany  
• Elena Pasoli, Exhibition Manager, Bologna Children's Book Fair, Italy  
• Morten Visby, President, European Council of Associations of Literary Translators (CEATL) 
• Jan Willem Bos, Interpreter-translator, Connecting Emerging Literary Artists (CELA) Europe 

 
Q&A with the audience  
 

12.00-13.30 Lunch break  

  

13.30-17.00 BACK IN BUSINESS: SME SUPPORT ECOSYSTEMS FOR  
CULTURAL AND CREATIVE SECTORS  

  

13.30-14.00 OPENING AND WELCOME 

  
• Karen Maguire, Head, Local Employment, Skills and Social Innovation Division, OECD  
• Catherine Magnant, Head of Unit, Culture Policy, Directorate-General, Education, Youth, Sport 

and Culture, European Commission    

14:00-15:30 UPSCALING THE INNOVATION CAPACITY OF CCS  

  
Cultural and creative sectors are generators of innovation. They do so through new ways of working 
(crowd-working, platform work, and project-based work), new business models, new ways of reaching 
audiences and new forms of co-production. For effective policy making, it is important to recorgnise the 
innovation dynamics and linkages within the CCS, between non-profit and commercial parts of the 
sector. The non-profit cultural sector often acts as an R&D lab for commercial businesses, with public 
funding enabling them to take risks with creative content and ideas. One example is the role of cutting-
edge visual arts and experimental cinema in generating innovations quickly adopted in advertising, 
mainstream cinema and entertainment, or design of retail spaces. The diminishing share of non-
commercial parts of the sector due to the current crisis and expected reductions in public funding over 
the medium term, might alter these collaboration dynamics. As innovation is often perceived as a 
technological innovation, the cultural and creative sectors are often overlooked or excluded from 
initiatives designed to promote innovation. At the same there is a need for policies that can help upscale 
the innovation capacity of creative firms including through incremental innovation. This session aims to 
highlight the latest evidence on CCS contribution to regional innovation, ways to capture innovation 
levels, and policies to upscale innovation capacity of CCS enterprises and improve their access to 
broader innovation support measures.  
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Questions for discussion 
 

• How can non market-oriented cultural sectors, such as large segments of visual and 
performing arts, as well as museums, function as an ‘R&D lab’ for CCIs? Has the current crisis 
disrupted the innovation dynamics within the CCI ecosystem?   

• Which areas of innovation do you perceive as most promising and noteworthy within the CCIs 
spectrum?  

• What are the main obstacles in the current scenario to the full deployment of the innovation 
potential of CCIs?  

• What policies are most urgently needed to support the strategic development of CCIs in the 
context of global competition?  

 
Moderator: Ekaterina Travkina, Coordinator, Culture, Creative Sectors and Local Development, OECD 
 
Introduction followed by a conversation with: 
 

• Prof. Josh Siepel, Senior Lecturer of University of Sussex, and member Creative Industries 
Policy and Evidence Centre (PEC), United Kingdom  

• Pier Luigi Sacco, Senior Advisor, Culture and Local Development, OECD 
• Anette Novak, Director General, Swedish Media Council, Sweden 
• Michela Magas, Chair, Industry Commons Foundation 

 
Case studies:  
 

• Pascal Keiser, La Manufacture, Avignon, France  
 
Q&A with the audience  
 

15.30-15.45 Break  

15:45-17.00 SUPPORTING INNOVATION CROSS-OVERS BETWEEN CCS AND OTHER SECTORS 

 Cultural and creative sectors are also important suppliers of ideas for other sectors through technological 
cross-overs and business-to-business linkages (e.g. the so-called “serious games”, which build on 
formats and tools developed in the CCS field: gamification of learning processes, such as training of 
airline pilots or surgeons, or of therapeutic strategies such as provision of cognitive stimuli to Alzheimer 
patients). Cultural “ecosystems” bring together different elements of cultural and creative industries and 
other sectors to mutually reinforce their performance. The ecosystem approach connects with work on 
clusters and agglomerations and underlines business-to-business linkages that can drive innovation 
locally. This session will explore latest evidence on how CCS contribute to regional innovation and 
highlight policy directions.  

Questions for discussion 
 

• What do we know about what works and what does not in supporting local innovation 
systems? 

• And how does this relate to innovation cross overs between CCIs and other sectors?  
• What are the most promising and interesting actual practices of innovation crossovers 

between CCIs and other productive sectors? What are the future, as yet undeveloped areas 
for further innovation crossovers between CCIs and other sectors?  

• What are the skills gap that should be filled to further boost CCI-related innovation crossovers?  
• To what extent non-cultural productive sectors and policymakers are ready and prepared to 

regard CCIs as an important area of cross innovation? What are the top 3 priorities for local 
policy makers to foster cross-innovation in the recovery?  
 

Moderator: Ekaterina Travkina, Coordinator, Culture, Creative Sectors and Local Development, OECD 
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Introduction followed by a conversation with: 
 

• Bernd Fesel, Director, European Creative Business Network  
• Michela Magas, Chair, Industry Commons Foundation 
• Gauthier Grousset, Directorate-General for Education, Youth, Sport and Culture, European 

Commission  
• Alexander Lembcke, Economic Analysis Coordinator, Economic Analysis, Data and Statistics 

Division, Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities, OECD  
• Barbara Stacher, Cultural Policy Unit, Directorate-General for Education and Culture 

European Commission  
•  

 Case studies: 
 

• Flanders: Innovative Partnership Scheme – stimulating collaboration between cultural 
and non-cultural sectors, Stef Vonk, Flanders, Belgium  

• Emilia-Romagna Region strategy to foster innovation in the cultural and creative 
sectors, Francesca Imparato, Art-ER, Italy 

 
Q&A with the audience  

  

17.15 Close  
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Day 2, 26 February   

10:30-12:00 ADDRESSING DIGITAL GAPS TO HELP EMERGE NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES  

 With the lockdown, many public and private cultural providers generously moved content on-line for 
free to keep audiences engaged and satisfy the sharply increased demand for cultural content. While 
the provision of free and digitally mediated cultural content is not sustainable over time, it has 
opened the door to many future innovations with market potential and which could provide more 
sustainable incomes and revenues. To capitalise on them, there is a need to address the digital 
skills shortages within the sector and improve digital access beyond large metropolitan areas, with 
the additional consideration that digital access does not replace a live cultural experience or all the 
jobs that go with it.  
Advances in digitalisation infrastructure and tools will also spur new innovations that 
facilitate a greater role for culture in firms, and social interactions more generally. Over the 
past years, the emergence of new digital technologies has enabled massive production of content 
and its instant diffusion through open platforms (e.g. Wikipedia), new media distributors (e.g. Netflix), 
social networks and content communities (e.g. YouTube). This has transformed the ways in which 
cultural goods and services are produced and consumed as well as forms of cultural participation. 
The separation between producers and audience is gradually being replaced by a blurred continuum 
of active/passive participation. In this context, cultural institutions (e.g. museums1) evolve from 
catering to a passive audience towards becoming participative platforms allowing for various forms 
of direct engagement and co-creation. This trend may enormously benefit from bandwidth 
upgrading.  
Moreover, CCS are a prime field of development and experimentation of emerging 
technologies such as augmented and enriched reality, the Internet of Things and artificial 
intelligence. These technologies will dramatically increase the possibility of “presence at a 
distance” in immersive environments and will build hybrid experience spaces where human and 
artificial agents interact and co-create new content. This could lead to substantial broadening of the 
scope of CCS with the development of new sub-sectors and industries relying on new forms of 
media. It is also important to consider those parts of the CCS that are easily overlooked but come 
with a significant untapped potential, such as craft-making activities which can benefit from a 
substantial hybridisation with digital technologies and artificial intelligence, also as a source of 
experimentation and new ideas. The market potential of these developments is likely to be relevant 
and there will be clear advantages to firms in innovation leadership in the field. However, fully 
exploiting such opportunities calls not only for massive investments in digital infrastructure, but also 
for addressing the digital skills shortages in the sector, both at firm and individual levels, and for a 
strategy of support to the advanced digitisation of SME and micro-companies. 
 
This session will review these opportunities and policy action needed to support SME digitalisation 
and learn from innovative practice from the ground.   
 

Questions for discussion 
• What are the most interesting experiences of new forms of digital production/participation 

that have emerging during the pandemic crisis, and to what extent are they generating 
permanent changes?  

• To what extent emerging technologies such as AR, VR, IoT and AI will change cultural 
production and expand the scope of the cultural experience economy, and what are the 
cultural sectors that will be more likely affected?  

• Are the new technologies going to revitalize and to repurpose previous low-tech cultural 
and creative sectors, and where do you see the most promising opportunities?  

• What kinds of digitization policies are needed to help European countries and regions to 
develop full-fledged digital knowledge societies that can support the growth of the digital 

 
1 OECD-ICOM (2019), Culture and Local Development: Maximising the Impact, A Guide for Local Governments, 
Communities and Museums, https://doi.org/10.1787/9a855be5-en. 
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content industries? Can Europe be competitive with the global innovation leaders in this 
respect?  

 
Moderator: Pier Luigi Sacco, Senior Advisor, Culture and Local Development, OECD 
 
Introduction by the moderator followed by a conversation with:  
 

• Elena Malakhatka, Researcher at KTH Live-in-Lab and Director at VR Scientific Festival 
(VR_Sci Fest), KTH Royal Institute of Technology New School of Architecture and Design, 
Sweden  

• Laure Kaltenbach, Creative Tech, France  
• Chris Michaels, Director of Digital, Communications and Technology, the National 

Gallery, United Kingdom 
• Martin Dawson, Head of Unit, CNECT MEDIA, European Commission  

 
Case study: 
 

• Glasgow Film Festival | Glasgow Film Theatre, Allison Gardner, CEO at Glasgow 
Film, Scotland, United Kingdom 

 
Q&A with the audience 
 

12:00-13:00 Lunch Break 

  

13:00-14.30  IMPROVING SME ACCESS TO FINANCE 

  
Firms in cultural and creative sectors traditionally have difficulties in accessing finance due to a 
number of factors. CCS are largely composed of micro-enterprises and self-employed professionals. 
There is also a perception by lending institutions that CCS companies as riskier that other types of 
business. Many creative businesses are based on intangible assets, such as highly specific forms 
of skills and expertise, networks of social relations, or reputation and credit in specific creative 
communities. Lending institutions may be reluctant to provide credit due to difficulties in the valuation 
of intangible assets. CCS companies could also rely on other sources of funding: family and friend, 
business angels or crowdfunding. At the same time there is a need to build skills within CCS to 
demonstrate to potential investors their business strategies, the value and role of intangible assets, 
especially intellectual property, for their business and growth potential. Public policies can help 
address these bottlenecks through public-private financing instruments, guarantee schemes to 
activate private funding as well as by addressing the business skills development needs of SMEs in 
the sector.  
 
The crisis has amplified these difficulties and underlined the financial fragility of many companies in 
the sector. This session will briefly review the typical bottlenecks in CCS access to finance, analyse 
how the situation is changing due to the current crisis and what needs to be done to build more 
sustainable CCS financial ecosystems in the future.  
 

Discussion questions 
 

• Taking stock of the evolution of CCS access to finance over the past decade in Europe 
and beyond.  How is the current crisis disrupting CCS access to finance?  

o Rasmus (current disruption)  
o Maciej economic ecosystem  
o Rita – big evolution but still gaps/failures not addressed especially for not-for-

profit 
• What are the good examples of policy actions to improve access of non-for-profit part of 

the sector to finance? Is public procurement one of the instruments? What are the key 
ingredients of building the capacity within the sector (e.g. increasing the financial literacy)?   
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• How can policies help address bottlenecks of CCS access to finance (e.g. through public-
private financing instruments, guarantee schemes to activate private funding etc.)?  

• What can local and regional authorities do to build more sustainable CCS financial 
ecosystems in the future? 

 
Moderator: Ekaterina Travkina, Coordinator, Culture, Creative Sectors and Local Development, 
OECD 
 
Introduction followed by a conversation with: 
 

• Rita De Graeve, Senior Policy Advisor, Department of Culture, Youth and Media, 
Flanders,  Belgium 

• Isabelle De Voldere, Senior Expert, Competitiveness, Innovation and Cultural & Creative 
Industries, IDEA Consult / Creative Flip, Belgium 

• Rasmus Wiinstedt Tscherning, Founder and CEO of Creative Business Network  
• Maciej Szymanowicz, Policy Officer, Creative Europe MEDIA Unit, Directorate-General 

for Education, Youth, Sport and Culture, European Commission    
• Prof. Doug Noonan, Paul H. O’Neill Professor at the O’Neill School at Indiana University 

and Purdue University (IUPUI), United States  
 

Case studies:  
 

• Maarten Quaghebeur, Cultuurloket, Belgium and Piet Callens, Hefboom (micro credits for 
culture),  Flanders, Belgium  

 
Q&A with the audience  
 

14.30-14.45  Break 

14.45 -16.15 BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER: CULTURAL AND CREATIVE SECTORS AS DRIVERS OF 
NEW REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES  

 Today many cities and regions are faced with the need to reconsider their development strategies 
and manage transitions to more sustainable and inclusive growth models. Going forward, cities and 
regions may consider cultural and creative sectors as a driver of innovation, growth and social 
impact in its own right and throughout the economy. There is an opportunity for dense metropolitan 
areas and remote, lagging regions alike to move towards growth models fostering cross-innovation 
between CCS and other sectors favouring resilience, skills creation and prosocial behavioural 
changes. In many cities and regions, specialisations in the cultural and creative sectors have been 
evolving, and being used to tackle competitive and societal challenges from new angles (e.g. World 
Cities Culture Forum showcases how 14 world cities put climate and the environment at the centre 
of their cultural policies). Another example is the growing number of European regions including 
culture in broader regional innovation and smart specialisation strategies. 

This concluding session will draw lessons from previous discussions and reflect on key elements of 
successful culture-driven regional development strategies also drawing on examples from the 
ground.   

Questions for discussion 
 

• Lessons learnt from EU regional Smart Specialisation Strategies: The number of EU 
regions that include CCS in their regional Smart Specialisation strategies has been 
growing over the past years. To inform the next generation of RS3, which lessons can be 
learnt from the past, what are the does and don’ts in designing a RS3? What are the main 
obstacles to the design and implementation of successful RS3? Laurent  

• What are the most promising areas for future regional strategies that capitalise on the 
role of CCS to drive the recovery? Can you share any examples of regions that put in 
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place interesting strategies in Europe and beyond? In your view, what are the key 
ingredients of such strategies (in terms of co-creation, horizontal/vertical governance; 
funding, evaluation, etc.)? Pier Luigi  

• What is the EC vision and instruments for the next generation of RS3 in the context of the 
recovery? Laurent  

 
Moderator Karen Maguire, Head, Local Employment, Skills and Social Innovation Division, OECD  
 
A conversation with: 
 

• Laurent De Mercey, Unit for Smart and Sustainable Growth, Directorate-General for 
Regional and Urban Policy, European Commission  

• Pier Luigi Sacco, Senior Advisor, Culture and Local Development, OECD 
 
Case studies: 

• Flanders Cultural and Creative Sectors Strategy, Rita De Graeve, Senior Policy 
Advisor, Department of Culture, Youth and Media, Flanders,  Belgium 

• The case of Kosice, Michal Hladky, Creative Industries Kosice, Slovak Republic  
• Colombia Orange Development Zones, Adriana González Hassig, Head Officer, 

Integration, Access and Circulation, Division for Strategy, Development and 
Entrepreneurship, Vice Ministry of Creativity and Orange Economy, Ministry of Culture, 
Colombia  

• Carolina Textile District, Sara Chester, Co-Director, Carolina Textile District, United 
States 

 
Q&A with the audience  

 
16.10-16.15 Wrap up and next steps  
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Speakers 
 

Jan Willem BOS is interpreter-translator, writer, publicist and lexicographer. He studied Romanian 
Language and Culture in Amsterdam and Comparative Literature in Illinois. In the late 70s he spent 
his time as a student of Romanian language in Bucharest, where he later taught Dutch between 
1982-1984. In 2009 his book Verdacht. Mijn Securitatedossier (Suspect. My Securitate file) was 
published by Atlas. This book gives an account of Bos’ experiences with the former communist 
regime in Romania. In 2011 his next book appeared: Mijn Roemenië (My Romania). He translated 
over thirty books from Romanian to Dutch, among them the works of Ana Blandiana and Mrcea 
Cărtărescu. He was decorated as Grand Officer in The National Order of Merit (2018, Romania) and 

won the most prestigious distinction for translators in the Low Countries: the Martinus Nijhoff Translation Prize (2019). 

 
Piet CALLENS graduated as Master of Business Economics. He started his professional 
career at Flemish Public radio and television (VRT) and took the opportunity to become 
commercial manager. Piet was responsible for media sponsoring. He built a wide network in 
the Flemish cultural and creative sectors (CCS). In 2008, Piet made his entry into the financial 
world and became investment manager at CultuurInvest, a venture capital fund CCS. Today, 
Piet leads the finance department at Hefboom. Hefboom supports social-profit organisation 
and enterprises, by granting credits, consultancy and offering services (www.hefboom.be). 
Through Impulskrediet Hefboom also grants microcredits to entrepreneurs who are not able 

to get a loan with a bank (www.impulskrediet.be). In 2018 Hefboom started granting cultural loans 
(www.cultuurkrediet.be) to the CCS in close cooperation with the Flemish government and Cultuurloket, a consultancy 
agency for the cultural sector. Piet has experience in developing and managing additional financing products for 
individuals, organisations and enterprises having difficulties in accessing traditional finance, such as SME’s active in 
cultural sector, social-profit sector, etc.. He truly believes that additional financing products developed in close 
cooperation with public and private partners are key to finance social and economic welfare in a sustainable way. 
 

Sara CHESTER is the Executive Co-director for The Industrial Commons, a nonprofit based 
in North Carolina that builds a diverse working class and root wealth in rural communities. She 
has worked in economic and community development for nearly 10 years. She has received 
an IEDC award for Innovative Economic Development and, along with Co-Director Molly 
Hemstreet, has been named a J.M.K. Innovation Prize awardee and a Communities Thrive 
Challenge awardee. 
 
 
Martin DAWSON is the deputy Head of Unit for Audiovisual Industry and Media Support 
Programmes in the European Commission.   He focuses on the coordination of the new 
Creative Europe MEDIA programme, including the adoption of the annual budget and Work 
Programme as well as monitoring of results.  He also contributes to taking forward the Media 
and Audiovisual Action Plan. Previously, Martin was deputy Head of Unit for Knowledge 
Sharing in DG Connect, responsible for facilitating collaboration across the Directorate 
General.  Before that he had a varied career in European external relations and EU 
enlargement. 
 
Rita DE GRAEVE is senior policy advisor in the Department of Culture, Youth and Media 
(Flanders – Belgium). She is also associate professor at the University of Antwerp (Belgium) 
within the Master Culture Management (Faculty of Business & Economics). She is member of 
the Advisory Board of the Royal Conservatoire Antwerp.  
She is specialized in entrepreneurship and innovation in the Cultural and Creative Sectors in 
a Flemish and European context. She strives to give artists and creatives a well-deserved 
place in the traditional economy by improving the ecosystem for the Cultural and Creative 
Sectors. 
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Laurent DE MERCEY is Policy Officer at the Unit for Smart and Sustainable Growth in 
Directorate-General for Regional and Urban Policy, European Commission   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Isabelle DE VOLDERE is senior economist at IDEA Consult. She has been working as a 
researcher and policy advisor for more than 20 years now. Her work focuses on topics related 
to sectoral and regional competitiveness, innovation, entrepreneurship, access to finance and 
socio-economic impact analysis. In the last 15 years she has developed a particular interest 
in advising on the competitiveness of professional cultural and creative actors and the socio-
economic position of culture and creative entrepreneurs and access to finance for freelancers, 
micro-enterprises and other creative ventures. She contributed to policy evaluation and 
development in the area of cultural and creative sectors at both regional and European level. 

She headed the “Survey on access to finance for cultural and creative sectors” study (2012) on behalf of DG EAC, which 
provided input to the European Commission and the EIF to refine the CCS Guarantee Facility in the Creative Europe 
programme. In 2015-2017, Isabelle managed EC studies on crowdfunding4culture and the impact of digitization on 
market dynamics and value creation in creative value chains, as well as studies to redesign the support landscape for 
cultural entrepreneurship (both coaching and finance) in Flanders (Belgium). Isabelle is currently part of the core 
research team in the EU-funded project ‘Creative FLIP – Finance, Learning, Innovation and Patenting’ 
(www.creativeflip.creativehubs.net). She also headed the study on behalf of the CULT Committee of the European 
Parliament on the effects of the COVID-19 crisis on cultural and creative sectors, which was published very recently 
(https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/mt/document.html?reference=IPOL_STU%282021%29652242). 
 

Bernd FESEL studied Philosophy and Economics and started his career in art market as co-
owner of the Gallery Karin Fesel, later serving also as Managing Director of the German 
Gallery Association. Since 2008 he was Advisor to the European Capital of Culture RUHR2010 
and then the European Centre for Creative Economy in Dortmund. He also serves as 
Managing Director of the European Creative Business Network (ECBN) in Rotterdam. 
 
 
 

Allison GARDNER is CEO at Glasgow Film. What began as a single screen cinema over 40 
years ago has become Scotland’s most diverse and best publicly attended independent cinema 
in Scotland, with Glasgow Film Festival one of the top three film festivals in the UK. Glasgow 
Film is a national centre for film and moving image media where audiences and filmmakers 
experience and debate cultural practice and ideas through diverse, unique and quality 
programmes that transform the way people see the world, through film. Glasgow Film is... GFT 
(Glasgow Film Theatre), Glasgow’s year-round centre for film-lovers. Glasgow Film Festival 
(GFF) the launching pad for the best of international and Scottish cinema. Glasgow Youth Film 

Festival (GYFF) one of the most innovative youth film festivals in Europe. Film Hub Scotland, supporting a network of 
over 200 film exhibitors serving Scotland's diverse population. Glasgow Film’s Learning and Engagement programme 
integrated across all areas of Glasgow Film’s work. Allison joined Glasgow Film in 1993 as a Duty Manager and then 
began to work in the programme team eventually becoming Programme Director and Co-director of Glasgow Film 
Festival. She became the CEO in April. Additionally, Allison is a director of CinéFile a distribution company that releases 
widely different titles ranging from classic thriller, costume drama, youthful escapism, family comedy, to documentary 
films. 

Adriana GONZALEZ HASSIG is the head officer of commercial integration, access and 
circulation of the Viceministry of Creativity and Orange Economy of the Ministry of culture of 
Colombia. She is the former Cultural Industries Officer, and also was advisor to the Film Officer 
at the Ministry of culture for four years. Before entering public service she had a long career 
on film production in Europe and the Americas. 
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Gauthier GROUSSET is Policy Officer, at the Directorate-General for Education, Youth, Sport 
and Culture of the  European Commission.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Paul HERMANS has followed a very diverse career path thus far. As a Master in bio-
engineering, he started working in the  pharmaceutical sector. Literature being a passion, he 
soon changed to Behoud de Begeerte, an organization that hosts theatrically-literary 
performances. After 9 years of literature, he gained experience in HR, communication and 
marketing in various sectors (legal, technology, culture) and obtained an Executive MBA 
degree at the Antwerp Management School. In the meantime, he served on some of the 
advisory panels of Flanders Literature before taking on the position of managing-director in 
January 2020. 

 
 
Michal HLADKY is director of Creative Industry Košice, which is the legacy organization after 
Košice European Capital of Culture 2013. He is an author of the concept of the Košice ECoC 
bid project and has over 13 years of experience with its implementation and sustainability 
strategy. Michal is leading on and is part of international projects for CCI’s development, 
education, mobilities, and business models. He represented Slovakia in the OMC expert group 
for export and internationalization 2012-2014. He is co-chair of the European Creative 
Bussines Network with the role of EU project lead. He is one of the authors of Košice Creative 
Economy Masterplan and Košice Cultural Strategy as well as the culture and creative 

industries policy advisor on the city and regional level. Michal participates in several EU programs such as Erasmus+, 
Erasmus for young entrepreneurs, Creative Europe, COSME, Interreg, or Urbact II. He has also years of experiences 
with cross-sectorial projects and collaboration with a focus on CCI spillovers. CIKE is the focal point responsible for 
activities related to the project of Košice UNESCO Creative City of Media Arts and UCCN membership. 
 

Francesca IMPARATO is project manager for ART-ER. After a bachelor’s degree in 
Translation and Interpreting and a Master’s degree in Management and Economics of Culture, 
Francesca started working for public institutions supporting the development of the Cultural 
and Creative sector. She currently works for ART-ER - the Emilia-Romagna regional 
consortium for the sustainable development of the territory and innovation  - where she 
supports the coordination of European projects dedicated to CCIs entrepreneurship and cross-
fertilization as well as regional initiatives fostering the innovation of this sector. 
 
Jan JAMBON (born 26 April 1960 in Genk) is a Belgian politician affiliated to the New Flemish 
Alliance (N-VA). He replaced Kris Peeters as a member of the Belgian Chamber of 
Representatives in 2007. N-VA was at that time partners with the Christen-Democratisch en 
Vlaams party. In June 2010 and May 2014 he was re-elected on an N-VA list. 
He became mayor of Brasschaat in 2013 after his party won the local elections in 2012. In 
November 2014, he was replaced as acting mayor by Koen Verberck (also N-VA), after joining 
the new Federal Government. In October 2014 he became Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of the Interior and Security, charged with the direction of public buildings, in the Michel 

Government. Jambon remained in this position until the government fell in December 2018. In October 2019, Jambon 
became the new Minister-President of Flanders, leading the Jambon Government. 
. 
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Peter JENKINS has an international background: after Oxford he was a literature teacher and 
lecturer in India and China; monitored UK international training aid to Asia and South America; 
developed aid staff training materials; and worked in the Middle East and Central Europe. He 
was artistic director of London’s Africa Centre (with a focus on African writers’ tours), then 
CEO of a national writers in education NGO. At BookTrust, the UK’s largest reading charity, 
where he advises on and reports to their key funder (Arts Council England), he was a board 
member and team leader of the European Literacy Policy Network; and within the EU Read 
network, he initiated and convenes the Global Network for Early Years Bookgifting, with 

steering group members in five continents – one of which is Iedereen Leest/Boekstart Belgium. 
https://www.euread.com/global-network-for-early-years-bookgifting/ 

Laure KALTENBACH is president and co-founder of CreativeTech, a company dedicated to 
the relationship between arts, science and technological innovation. Passionate about 
contemporary art and neuroscience, she is also the founder of Creative Futures. She is a 
founding member and owner of the brand Forum d'Avignon, a laboratory of ideas and 
international meetings on the links between culture, economy and innovation, of which she 
was managing director from 2007 to 2016. Laure began her career at Accenture in media and 
telecom where she spent more than 11 years, then two years at TF1 and another two years in 
the Prime Minister's office (DDM). She is a member of the Board of Directors of Cartooning for 

Peace, the HIP Institute and the University of Avignon. She speaks at conferences and universities and teaches as part 
of the MBA certificate on cultural and creative industries at Panthéon-Assas. She regularly publishes in magazines and 
the press. She is co-author at Éditions First of "Nouvelles frontières du net, qui se cache derrière internet ?" (New 
frontiers of the net, who's behind the internet?). (2010) and of Paroles de Praticiens - Génération CreativeTech-ers 
published by Panthéon Assas with Professor Jérôme Duval-Hamel, to be published in 2018. 
 

Pascal KEISER develops and leads crossover projects between culture, society and 
economy. As a theater, festival director and founder, he initiated a cross-border institute for 
culture and technology in Mons (Belgium)-Maubeuge (France) from 2004 to 2012 training 400 
professionals per year and hosting 20 companies a year, and directed the Belgian side of the 
VIA International Festival created by Didier Fusillier. He founded La Manufacture Collectif 
Contemporain in 2001, the main venue for contemporary theater, perfomances, dance and 
hybrid forms in the Avignon Off festival, 35.000 spectators and 15.000 professional tickets, 
with more than 20.000 spectators in a difficult outskirt, Saint-Chamand, one of the poorest 

districts in France, with a participatory governance and empowering strategies for inhabitants. In 2010 he was artistic 
curator of the digital exhibitions of the Belgian pavilion at the Shanghai universal exhibition presenting landmarks of 
Belgium with 3D glasses and immersive sets, the pavilion totalized 5 millions visitors and was ranked 5th best pavilion 
in terms of audience impact and interest. As an artistic curator, Pascal was a key person in the process and bid of Mons 
2015 European Capital of Culture project, he directed the digital programme of the year, which was the thema of the 
project. He led cutting edge participatory projects like Café Europa and Street Review. He is promoting what he calls 
"warm technology" : projects that have massive audience impact, empower audiences and question or hack the digital 
technology classical use. Pascal designed the digital museum of La Villette for 8 French National museums (Le Louvre, 
centre Pompidou, Versailles ...), under national and international deployment. He is member of the coordination 
committee of the STARTS Residencies program of the European Commission bringing artists in the most advanced 
innovation labs in Europe, and has a strong European commitment.   
Pascal teaches culture and digital society at University of Avignon, and is guest speaker at SXSW (European 
Commission), NYSU amongst others.  

 
Dr. Michiel KOLMAN is Senior VP Information Industry Relations and Academic Ambassador 
at Elsevier and former President of the International Publishers Association (IPA) where he 
now chairs Inclusive Publishing and Literacy. Michiel serves on the Federation of European 
Publishers (FEP) board and is vice-chair of WIPO’s Accessible Books Consortium board.  
Since joining Elsevier in 1995, he has held various core publishing roles in Amsterdam and 
Tokyo. He launched one of the first online journals in the industry in 1996: New Astronomy. 
Michiel was Managing Director in Frankfurt, Germany. For 10 years, he spearheaded 
academic relations for Elsevier, building up a global network of ambassadors engaged in 

strategic discussions with research leaders. Today he continues to engage with research and government leaders in his 
role as Academic Ambassador. Prior to Elsevier, he worked for Wolters Kluwer in a division that is now part of Springer 
Nature. He holds a degree from Leiden University in the Netherlands and a PhD in astrophysics from Columbia University 
in New York, where he studied with a Fulbright scholarship. Michiel is co-chair of Workplace Pride supporting LGBTI 
workplace inclusion internationally. He is the executive sponsor of Elsevier Pride and was listed two years in a row in 
the Financial Times’ Top100 ranking of most influential LGBT senior executives. 
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Jenny KÜHNE looks after Frankfurter Buchmesse’s digital initiatives as well as its offers for 
the rights community. In 2020, she lead Frankfurt’s first digital appearance, managing a team 
of around 40 people working on the development and implementation of the new formats. 
Jenny held various positions at the Frankfurter Buchmesse since 2013, mainly in the Rights & 
Licences division, where she has been involved in the development of the online rights 
platform IPR License. Prior to this, she studied languages and literature and gained experience 
in international publishing – including editing and agenting. 
 

 
Alexander LEMBCKE is the Coordinator for Economic Analysis in the OECD’s Centre for 
Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities. His work focuses on all matters that link people, 
place and business. Recent publications approach the nexus from different angles, including 
a call for a broad-based approach to innovation policy for all types of regions, analysis on how 
countries and regions can support productivity growth and jobs in a globalised world and a 
closer look on how to unlock the benefits of transport infrastructure for inclusive growth. 
 
 
Michela MAGAS is an innovation catalyst who bridges the worlds of science and art, design 
and technology, and academic research and industry. She is Chair of the Industry Commons 
Foundation which is building supporting mechanisms for cross-domain collaboration and is 
tasked with ensuring legacy for cross-domain data interoperability. She is the Innovation and 
Sustainability Manager for the European H2020-funded project OntoCommons, which creates 
an ecosystem of understanding across industrial knowledge domains through standardisation 
of data documentation for the Industry Commons. Michela was named European Woman 
Innovator of the Year in 2017 (the first from the Culture and Creative Sector) and was named 

Innovation Luminary for Creative Innovation by the European Commission and Intel Labs Europe. She advises to the 
European Commission, the G7 Leaders and a series of National and Regional Governments on innovation. She was an 
advisor to the CONNECT Advisory Forum from 2014 to 2018 and coordinated the CAF innovation recommendations for 
the Horizon programme. Michela is the founder of MTF Labs, a global technology prototyping platform of over 7500 
creative innovators and scientific researchers which evolved out of an EU FP7 action which focused on opening music 
technology to multiculturalism and diverse user communities. She has 25 years of experience in developing product 
futures for a series of international clients including Apple, Nike and Nokia, and is co-author of a patent in music AI. 

 
Catherine MAGNANT is Head of the Culture and Creativity Unit Culture Policy and 
Intercultural Dialogue at the European Commission DG EAC. Until 2017 she was Deputy Head 
of Unit for cultural policy and innovation in the Directorate General for Education, Youth, Sports 
and Culture, working on the creative economy and fostering cooperation between EU 
countries in the field of culture. She was the Head of the Task Force of the 2018 European 
Year of Cultural Heritage, which is taking place in 33 countries.  

 

Karen MAGUIRE is Head of the Local Employment, Skills and Social Innovation Division of 
the OECD’s Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities. The Division provides 
data, policy analysis and capacity building to national and subnational governments in the 
areas of local economic development, local actions for employment and skills, 
entrepreneurship, the social economy and culture. For the last 15 years at the OECD, she has 
worked on a range of regional and local development issues, including regional innovation 
systems and clusters. Prior to joining the OECD, she worked as a public finance banker at 
UBS and a research analyst at the Urban Institute. She holds degrees from the University of 

Chicago and Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government. 
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Elena MALAKHATKA is a researcher at KTH Live-in-Lab and founder of VR Sci Fest – the 
biggest in Scandinavia festival-as-research dedicated to XR application in Science & Art. She 
is conducting her research in the area of ‘Data Science applied to architecture and urban 
development’ and constantly exploring how data and information could be rethinking and 
representing in the new way. In addition she is working with several research labs dedicated 
to media architecture and spatial computing. 
 
 
Chris MICHAELS is Director of Digital, Communications and Technology at The National 
Gallery and a Sr. Visiting Research Fellow at King’s College London. He is the founder of 
National Gallery X, an innovation lab for the future of museums. He is a former start-up CEO 
and has worked across the Creative Industries. He has a PHD from the University of Bristol 
and is completing an MPA in Innovation and Public Value at UCL. 
 
 

 
Marie NOBLE. A Germanist and philosopher by training, Marie Noble's first professional 
experiences soon brought her face to the realities of the cultural and political worlds. Her 
achievements were put to good use in the project "Mons 2015, European Capital of Culture", 
which she experienced as Deputy Artistic Commissioner from the beginning to the end of an 
exciting adventure. There, she learned how to build an innovative strategy with her team and 
numerous European partners. She refined this expertise in Bozar, coordinating 
multidisciplinary artistic projects as well as theatre, dance, literature, conferences and 
mediation departments. In 2017, she founded the collective STATION Culture, which 

supports the creation and organisation of original, multidisciplinary and territorial cultural and citizen projects. In 2019, 
she creates and develops the Picture! Festival, a first edition in Brussels of a 10-day adventure around illustration and 
its margins. Today she succeeds Gregory Laurent as head of the Brussels Book Fair. 
 

Doug NOONAN is the Paul H. O’Neill Professor at the O’Neill School of Public and 
Environmental Affairs at IUPUI.  His research focuses on a variety of policy and economics 
issues related to the cultural affairs, urban environments, neighborhood dynamics, and quality-
of-life. His recent work looks at arts and cultural entrepreneurship, crowdfunding, and 
economic impacts of creative industries. He is currently the co-editor-in-chief of the Journal of 
Cultural Economics, co-founder and Faculty Director IU Center for Cultural Affairs, and co-
director of the Arts, Entrepreneurship, and Innovation Lab. 
  

 
Anette NOVAK is the Director General of the Swedish Media Council - the governmental 
agency in charge of empowering children and youth to navigate an increasingly complex media 
landscape - both online and off.  
 
 
 
 

 
Elena PASOLI is Exhibition Manager of the Bologna Children’s Book Fair, member of the 
Executive Committee of the Italian Centre for Book and Reading and of the Executive 
Committee of Ibby - International Board on Books for Young People. In the last years her work 
at the BolognaFiere has focused on the international development of the Fair: she has 
contributed to the creation of the New York Rights Fair (NYRF), to the co-organization of the 
China Shanghai International Children’s Book Fair (CCBF), regularly collaborates with the 
Moscow International Book Fair for the children’s professional programme and coordinates 
the tours of various children’s illustrations exhibitions organized by BolognaFiere in more than 

20 countries. Before her current position, she had been events manager at BolognaFiere and directed the 
Communications department of the University of Bologna Foundation. She has a degree in Classic Literature. 
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Maarten QUAGHEBEUR studied Performing Arts at the Ghent Conservatory. He soon 
realised that he was equally interested in what was happening behind the scenes of the cultural 
sector. Maarten started an artist management company and was involved in the organisation 
of several music festivals in Belgium. Promoting the work of artists for a broad and diverse 
audience and supporting artists in running and financing their business is what drives him.  
In 2018 Maarten started working as a consultant for Cultuurloket. Cultuurloket provides legal 
and business support for the cultural sector through information, consultancy and education. 
Cultuurloket stimulates the professionalisation of the cultural sector and focusses on additional 

funding. Since September 2020 Maarten is the CEO of Cultuurloket.  
 
Pier Luigi SACCO is the Head of the OECD Venice Office since February 2020. He was 
Special Advisor to the European Commissioner for Education, Youth and Culture and the 
Director of the Computational Human Behavior flagship project at the Bruno Kessler 
Foundation, Trento. He is a Professor of Cultural Economics at IULM University Milan, Senior 
Researcher at metaLAB at Harvard, and visiting scholar at Harvard University. 
 
 
 
Josh SIEPEL is Senior Lecturer at the Science Policy Research Unit (SPRU) at the University 
of Sussex Business School. He is the UK Creative Industries Policy and Evidence Centre’s 
workstrand lead for creative clusters, innovation and access to finance.  His research links 
together policy-relevant issues involving creative industries, skills, innovation, 
entrepreneurship and finance. His recent academic research includes work on long-run impact 
of skills and skills combinations on firm performance, the design of policy tools to support 
access to finance for SMEs, and the economics of firm growth. His policy work includes the 
PEC’s Creative Radar project,  the Fusion Effect report for Nesta, the Highly Innovative Firms 

report for BIS, and the Thin Markets report for BVCA/Nesta, in addition to numerous evaluations of national and regional 
policies. He has a BS in genetics from Texas A&M University and an MSc and DPhil from the University of Sussex, 
where he was a Marshall Scholar. 

 
Maciej SZYMANOWICZ works as a Policy Officer at the Creative Europe MEDIA unit of the 
European Commission. He has an extensive expertise on access to finance for cultural and 
creative sectors as well as on development of policies, market studies and programmes linked 
to the European creative ecosystem.  He has been working at the European Commission in 
the areas of innovation, SMEs policies, environment and culture since 2006. 
 
 
 
Morten VISBY is a Danish literary translator working mainly with theoretical texts and works 
of cultural history. He has worked in literary translation on a freelance basis since 2002. Since 
2007, he has also been engaged in authors' rights activism and in political and organizational 
work for translators and writers both in Denmark, the Nordics and Europe. Today, he is the 
president of CEATL (European Council of Associations of Literary Translators) and chairman 
of The Danish Authors’ Association. His main focus is on copyright, public lending right and 
book market dynamics. Since 2012, Morten Visby has been on the board of the Danish RRO 
Copydan, where he has been actively engaged in lobbying for collective management, 

especially regarding the new digital challenges. 
 
Ekaterina TRAVKINA coordinates the work on culture, creative industries and local 
development within the OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities. She 
was previously Manager of the OECD Forum on Partnerships and Local Development - the 
OECD’s network of practitioners in the fields of economic development, employment, skills 
and social inclusion. 
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Stef VONK is a 29 year-old policy advisor for the Flemish government. Thanks to his 
experience as a former tour and production manager in the European music industry, he is 
currently the project coordinator for the Department of Culture, Youth and Media, where he 
leads a number of major projects on different policy levels. His current focus is to create and 
stimulate innovation by promoting and funding cross-sectoral collaborations in and outside 
the Flemish cultural scene. 
 
 

Rasmus WIINSTEDT TSCHERNING is the founder and CEO of Creative Business Network 
(CBN), the global initiative for entrepreneurs, innovators and investors from the creative 
industries. With over 20 years of experience in the sector, he has served in key leadership 
roles within the EU and internationally. He is former Managing Director of the Center for 
Cultural and Experience Economy, former Chairman of the European Creative Industries 
Alliance and co-chair of OMC Group on Access to Finance for Cultural and Creative Sectors. 
See linkedin.com/in/raratsch and www.cbnet.com  
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